
Writing – grammar

L.O – To write a persuasive advert with a variety of sentence structures.

1. I have written at least 4 main clauses that I can expand on later in the lesson. 

2. With support, I have been able to order my sentences cohesively. 

3. I have written a persuasive paragraph for a magazine, that includes questions; a variety of sentence 

structures and specific vocabulary.

4, I have responded to feedback from a peer.

Greater depth expectations

5. I have self-assessed my work and can explain why my work is successful in being persuasive. 

Presentation expectations 

Dates underlined with a ruler and LO stuck in straight 

Neat? If not repeat!

Joined, legible handwriting 



Can you write 4 reasons why a child should visit CGL. It can refer to 
the land, weather or people (geography skills). Consider specific 
nouns i.e. hammock, scorpion, Mr. Pendanski.

Challenge: Can you mix informal language with some high-level vocabulary.

In your English book please write 
‘start:’ in your margin.

Underneath the colon you are going to write 4 simple 
sentences suggesting why a child should visit CGL. Consider 
the 4 sentence types for variety.

Using your Rainbow Grammar cards would be fantastic; 
unfortunately, if you do not have the resources, you can’t. 



Do you think these sentences are simple sentences? Are they 
cohesive? Are they in the right order?

Challenge: Can you mix informal language with some high-level vocabulary.

Here are some of my simple sentences. They are ‘okay’.

• Are sessions on Fortnite taking over your life? 
• Challenge your self to become the best version of 

yourself.
• Non-stop sunshine will be the backdrop to your time 

here.
• Lush sun rays will massage your skin.
• Going into camp an average teen and leaving as a digging 

champion sounds great, doesn’t it?
• Funny staff work here. L



Do you think these sentences are simple sentences? Are they 
cohesive? Are they in the right order?

I TTHINK THE ORDER OF THE SENTENCES DOES MAKE SENSE!

In your English book please write 
‘start:’ in your margin.

• Are sessions on Fortnite taking over your life? 
• Challenge your self to become the best version of 

yourself.
• Non-stop sunshine will be the backdrop to your time 

here.
• Lush sun rays will massage your skin.
• Going into camp an average teen and leaving as a digging 

champion sounds great, doesn’t it?
• Funny staff work here. L



Non stop sunshine

Will be the back drop to your holiday,

.

So ;

Allow these rays

To massage your weary body

.

Relative clause

Non-finite clause
Although camp isn’t designed for idleness 

In addition,

Adverbial phrase



Subject

predicate . and

Subject

predicate

.

Relative clause

Non-finite clause

Although camp 

LA

Adverbial phrase



You

Can work . ;

Young campers

May opt play zombies. 

.

Relative clause

Non-finite clause

If Mr. Sir lets them.

LA

With another camper
After finishing,



We are now going to order these 4 sentences.

Challenge: Can you add a prepositional phrase to your first main clause in one of your sentences?

In your English book please write 
‘start’ in your margin.

Underneath the colon you are going to write 3 sentences 
about what can be experienced at CGL. Try to use imagery 
(the 5 senses to persuade the reader). The heat <what does 
it do>; Many holes <what about them> or Our hilarious staff 
<what about them>. Think about your first main clause –
can you write a second main clause that links to it? For 
example, if your first sentence is about an oak tree, your 
second shouldn’t be about Mr. Sir.

Using your Rainbow Grammar cards would be fantastic, 
wouldn’t it? Unfortunately, if you do not have the resources, 
you can’t. 



Once we have finished, we are going to mark 
each others work.



We are going to read chapters 7-10. Whilst reading please not down any 
words of phrases that you are unsure of onto your breakdown grid.

Challenge: Any words that you think 
are (V.I.P.) pleased write them down 
into your V.I.P. box. Why is it an 
important word choice? Does it help 
us to think, feel or understand? Does 
it reveal important information? 

Barren and desolate are important 
words in the chapter because ______.



Please stick this vocabulary grid into your book. We will go 
through this together today through chapters 7 -9.

After using the _____ strategy, I think that desolate means _____. I believe this as 
before the word. It must be an adjective as it is used to ____________. * This is an 

interesting/a smart choice of word by Louis Sachar because _______.



violationbarren
desolate

burlap

spigot. counsellorssanitary*

. buzzard*

.

penal 
code


